
Columbian Exchange DBQ 
Bucketing, mini-theses, and intro paragraph 

 
Organization 
Economic Bucket: (Documents: 6 – slavery benefitting econ; 5 – Europeans using NA as slaves to 
get gold; 7 – better economy è industrial age and longer lifespan which benefits econ; 4 – shows 
increase in population, supports documents 7 

• The CE enabled the OW to forcefully obtain resources from the NW thus allowing Europe to 
prosper at the expense of the NA. 

 
Culture Bucket: (Document 1- underlying belief of European superiority; Document 3 – NA = 
savages for sacrificing human beings; Document 5 – Europeans only wanted to interact to take 
gold è places NA below Europeans)  

• In regards to culture, the CE prompted informal classes between the OW and the NW. 
 
Disease Bucket: (Document 2- plague came to NW and made it easier for Europeans to conquer; 
Document 4 – population decrease in NW due to disease; Document 7 – Europeans less likely to 
get disease because of immune system) 

• The prevalence of European disease led to the destruction of NA culture. 
 
Sample Intro Paragraph        

In 1492, Columbus discovered the Americas, thus, opening an Era of exploration.  This era of 
exploration marked the beginning of the Columbian Exchange which was a diffusion of culture and 
goods between the Americas and the Old World.  In order to understand how the CE affected the 
lives of the people in the Old and New World, one must look at both the positive and detrimental 
effects of this phenomenon.  The CE enabled the OW to forcefully obtain resources from the NW 
thus allowing Europe to prosper at the expense of the NA.  In regards to culture, the CE prompted 
informal classes between the OW and the NW.  The prevalence of European disease led to the 
destruction of NA culture.  When weighing the results of the CE, it is clear the OW benefitted much 
more than and at the expense of the NW.   

 


